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The Princess Grace Hospital, part of HCA Healthcare UK
 42-52 Nottingham Place London, W1U 5NY
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Key treatments & services at The Princess Grace Hospital
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Orthopaedic care
Expert-led care, from diagnosis of a range of bone, muscle and tendon conditions through to cutting-edge robotic treatment and rehabilitation, with an MDT approach to patient care.
Learn more
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Digestive disease
Outstanding CQC rated, specialist Digestive Centre with world-renowned clinical experts, specialist diagnostic teams, and supported by JAG accredited London Endoscopy centre.
Learn more
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Urology
Advanced diagnostic and treatment centre for all male and female urological conditions, including treatments for complex conditions supported by a multidisciplinary team of renowned experts.
Learn more
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Women's Health
Specialists in care for women including: severe endometriosis, uterine fibroids and complex gynaecological surgery and cancers, with minimally invasive treatment options including robotic surgery.
Learn more
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Professional teams at The Princess Grace Hospital
We’re honoured to work with exceptional doctors and champion the use of robotic technology to improve the outcomes for our patients. Our clinical teams do whatever they can to support them so they can support you.
List of consultantsHow we work with doctors
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Patient amenities
As our patient or visitor, we'll do everything we can to make your time with us as comfortable as possible. From the moment you arrive at one of our award-winning facilities, our friendly, expert teams are by your side.
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View all our services and treatments
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About The Princess Grace Hospital
We know and understand the importance of having your family, carers and friends around to support you during your treatment and recovery. For over 40 years, our mission has been focused on our commitment to your care, ensuring your stay is as comfortable as possible.
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More about our units and teams



Latest stories
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HCA UK appoints new CEO of The Princess Grace Hospital
Leading independent hospital provider, HCA Healthcare UK, is pleased to announce that Maxine Estop Green has been appointed the new CEO of The Princess Grace Hospital
Learn more
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Patients gain access to innovative new procedure for knee osteoarthritis
HCA UK partners with Contura Orthopaedics initially offering single use injection for knee osteoarthritis (OA) offered to patients at The Princess Grace Hospital and The Institute of Sport, Exercise and Health (ISEH).
Learn more
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Benefits of robotic orthopaedic surgery
Mr Rob Pollock answers questions on the current orthopaedic practise and the impact of COVID-19
Learn more
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Esteban's lucky break: How ankle surgery saved a life
When Esteban took a fall one Sunday,he wasn't duly concerned. After speaking to his health insurance who recommended investigating the ankle injury, he was diagnosed with a broken bone.
Learn more
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